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You're amazing. 
Not everyone would take
time to read a guide like
this!

I'm excited to help you on
your journey and provide
you information.

Meredith Nicole
Cosmetic Tattoo Specialist 
Flamingo Room
 

Flamingo Room
Parksville, BC. 250.951.4888
www.flamingoroom.ca



Flamingo Room Brow Bar
AN INTRODUCTION
TO PERMANENT
MAKEUP (PMU)

What is it exactly?
Permanent makeup is a form of tattooing that
focuses on cosmetic enhancements. This is done
either manually or with a machine.  

If you research PMU techniques it may seem like
there are endless options. However, the majority
of the terms you'll come across essentially
produce the same or similar end results. Many
terms are just catchy names artists invent for
marketing purposes.

It all comes down to the technique used which is
either manual work such as Microbladed hair
strokes, and shading or machine work such as
Nano hair strokes, and shading. 

Finds makeup to be frustrating.
Needs to save time and energy
in the morning.
Lacks confidence without
makeup.
Has a lifestyle that makes
wearing makeup/maintaining
makeup difficult. Ex: Nurses
working long hours, athletes,
campers, on-call workers,
moms...
Is unhappy with changes to
their appearance resulting from
injury, illness, or ageing.
Has unsteady hands or poor
eyesight that makes it difficult
to apply makeup.

Who Should Consider 
Cosmetic Tattooing?

Anyone who...

Powder brows

 

Regularly suntan either by
booth or sun and don't want to
use sunscreen or protect your
tattoo. 

You don't want to commit to
touch-ups. 

Cosmetic Tattooing is not
recommended if you...

Does it hurt?
We use numbing gel to make sure you're as
comfortable as possible. Many clients even
fall asleep during the service!

One should consider it a permanent tattoo.
However, cosmetic tattoos will fade considerably
over time and might disappear altogether. UV
light, wear and tear on the skin, age, and facial
products will contribute to the tattoo fading.

We actually want to pigment the fade. Ideally, the
pigment should be faded about 50% or more
before performing a touch-up service. 
As pigment breaks down and is exposed to UV
light, the colours will often shift in hue. Touch-
ups are required to maintain the colour and
shape.  
How often touch-ups are required depends on
several factors such as the person's lifestyle, age,
skin condition, and technique used.

Is it truly permanent? 
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Shading

Using a small tattoo machine and a
sterile, single-use disposable needle
the machine lowers the needle,
pricks the skin, and deposits the
pigment.

Shaded brows are often called Powder
Brows or Ombré Brows. The end result
creates a soft powdery look. 

Powder Brows is our most requested
and versatile service. 
It's also our favourite style as we feel it
ages the most gracefully and works for
all ages and skin types. 

With normal to dry skin, and
small pores.
Has evenly distributed brow
hair. 
Has skin that is not too thick,
not too thin, or sensitive. 
Under the age of 40.

Hairstokes require more
frequent touch-ups than powder
brows. 
Hair strokes can only be done a
few times in total because the
pigment blurs over time. At this
time a person is advised to
transition to shaded brows or
receive tattoo removal.

Hair Strokes 
Microblading (manual)  
Nano (machine)

Microblading and Nano are
tattooing methods used to imitate
the look of real brow hair, in a
precise pattern that follows with
your natural hair growth.

Hair strokes are best for clients... 

 
Our preferred method to create
hair strokes at Flamingo Room is
called Nano. We find Nano to be
gentler on the skin than
Microblading. 

The Limitations of hair strokes...

 

 

BROW TECHNIQUES Powder Brows

 
 

Anytime we are working over PMU that
was previously done by another artist it is
considered a coverup/correction. 

If you have evidence of previously
tattooed brows a phone consultation or
in-studio consultation is required.

OLD PMU COVERUPS  
&

CORRECTIONS
Combination hair strokes and shading



 

Meredith's signature style is a 
natural-looking daytime look.

 
If you desire a bold make-up look

then Meredith is not the right
artist for you. 

 



If you are interested in either lip blushing or lip neutralizing services
please send a picture of your lips taken in natural outdoor lighting
before booking.                                                           
                                                                                 Like this...

Either Email: meredith@flamingoroom.ca OR Text: 250.951.4888
* We are not accepting clients with previously tattooed lips at this time. 

Correct lip symmetry.
Give the appearance of fuller lips.
Even out uneven lip colour.
Brighten pale tone lips. 
Warm-up cool toned lips.

Neutralize dark-coloured lips.
Correct lip symmetry.
Give the appearance of fuller lips.
Even out uneven lip colour.

Lip Blushing

Lip Neutralization / Lip Lightening 

Lip neutralizing is a specialized treatment
for those who have cool or dark-toned lips.
It's a gradual process that works to both
even-out lip tone as well as slightly brighten
naturally darker lips. 

Please Read

 

Lip Blushing is the most natural lip
tattoo available. The result is a
lightly pigmented lip similar to the
tint you get from lip gloss. *This is
not a liner or lipstick look. 

Lip Blushing can last from 
2-5 years. 

LIPS

 

Cold Sores
If you have a history of cold sores you must take
preventative precautions. The micro-trauma to the lips
will often trigger a cold sore. You can do this by:
A- Obtain a medical prescription for cold sore
medication. Make sure to get enough medication for
your touch-up!
OR
B- Take l-lysine (found in the vitamin aisle) 2 weeks pre
and post-procedure.

 



Consultation, mapping, colour
selection, tattoo service, discuss
aftercare, aftercare kit, and love. 

Touch-up is 6-10 weeks after the first
service. We add more pigment and
perfect the tattoo. 

First service. 3hrs Brows / 4hrs Lips

Second Service. 1hr Brows / 2hrs Lips 

WHAT TO EXPECT FROM A
FLAMINGO ROOM SERVICE 

 

Full aftercare instructions will be provided to you at your service.
However, to help you with planning here are some things to know in
advance. 

What to expect visually:
Day 1-3 your tattoo will look bold and defined. After Day 4 the tattoo
begins to soften. Days 4-6, you will shed dead skin that looks similar to
dandruff and shouldn't be picked at. 

For 10 days after the service avoid...
Saunas, steam rooms, swimming, massages where you'll be face down,
tanning booths, spray tans, sun tanning, and activities that induce
sweating such as exercise. Any activities where someone will be working
near your brow or lip area such as lash extensions, hair cuts, facials,
dentist. 

Post Service

How do I know what will look good
on me?
That's where we come in! It's hard to be
objective about your own face, and
envision different looks on yourself. As
artists, we're able to narrow down the
shape, size, colour, and method that is
best for you and meet your goals. 
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Pregnant or breastfeeding.
Under 18 
Scleroderma
Currently has cancer or Leukaemia
History of Keloid scarring
Hemophilia A, B, or Willebrand
disease
Mycosis fungoids
Impetigo, dermatitis, rosacea,
Couperose, Psoriasis, eczema,
shingles, or rashes in the
treatment area.
Currently using steroids 

Medical conditions that prevent us
from performing the service.

CONTRADICTIONS
This is a list of the most common contradictions but it is not a complete list. If you
take medications, have an illness or disease, please consult with your tech in
advance to see if you're a good candidate for the service.  

Medical conditions that 
MAY require a doctor's 
note. Please connect us to
discuss. 

HIV

Chrone's Disease

Artificial Heart Valves

Multiple Sclerosis

Diabetes

Lupus

Blood Disorder

Liver Disorder

Rheumatoid

Arthritis

Healed Combo Brows

Brows & Lips
Off blood-thinning medications (unless a
contradiction with Dr.'s orders).
Tanning or strong sun exposure.
facial/chemical peel treatments. 
Completed breastfeeding or giving birth if
there is no breastfeeding.
Off Accutane.

Brows
Wax or plucking
Botox
Platelet-rich plasma
Retinol Creams
Hair Growth Serum

Lips
Cold sore preventative measures in place
Lip filler/injections 

3 days

5 days
14 days
3 months

1 Year

5 days
2 weeks
2 weeks
3-6 months
3 months

1-2 weeks
30 days

The following require X amount of time 
before a service can take place...



Ready to book?
 

Head to our booking page
here: 
Book Now

Follow us on
 

Instagram
 

Facebook

With more than 150                   
 reviews the Flamingo Room is one
of the Island's 
top-rated cosmetic tattoo studios. 

We are honoured to hold this
position and appreciate the trust
and support of our clients. 

What's next? You choose...

If you still have questions please email meredith@flamingoroom.ca or 
text 250.951.4888

We want you to be fully confident with your decision to get PMU or not.
We're here for you every step of the way. 
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CONCLUSION

https://bookingflamingoroom.as.me/
https://www.instagram.com/flamingo_room_browbar/
https://www.facebook.com/FlamingoRoomBrowBar


MEET MEREDITH NICOLE

Phi Brows Microblading
Hoi Nano Strokes 
Kristina Melnicenco Lip Blushing
Tess Marti Natural LipBlushing 
Tess Marti Dark Lips Neutralizing

 

Hello!  
Before starting my career as a PMU
artist in 2017, I was a furniture maker,
sculptor, and gallery owner.
 
I'm a down-to-earth gal who loves to
dance, laugh, have inspired
conversations, and help woman
enhance their natural beauty! 

I hold 9 PMU certifications. In 2019,
after my husband and I moved to the
Island, I opened the Flamingo Room
in Parksville. 

StudioKollective Powder 
Li-ft Saline Removal
Colour Corrections
Phi Skin Expert 
Blood Born Pathogens
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Images
Look at images of their before,
after, and healed results of
their work. Avoid working
with someone who doesn’t
have any healed images. 

Ask questions, point out what
you like or don’t like, and
consider if you like the style of
work they create.

Exploration
A good artist will ask you a
series of questions to make
sure you are a good candidate.
These questions will be about
your lifestyle, health, and
medical history. It is a red flag
if the artist does not go
through these questions with
you.

Education
The artist should make sure
you know how to prepare for
the treatment and walk you
through the aftercare process

You might think that as long as you go
to a professional establishment, the
artist must be a professional, right? 

Unfortunately, no, not necessarily. And
here’s why: In Canada, there are no
enforced standards in the
qualifications of cosmetic tattooing
artists. 

In order to have a safe and successful
experience, the best thing you can do is
to choose the right professional to help
you. Use this list to help you find that
person! 

Credentials.
Check their credentials to make sure
they are a certified cosmetic tattooed
artist, and how long they have been
performing cosmetic tattoo services. 

Reviews.
Reviews don't lie! Check their client
reviews on their Google business,
Facebook, or other online business
pages. Do they have happy client
reviews?

Consultation
Set up a consultation to get a feel for
the artist and to have a look at their
working space. Is the studio spotless,
are tools sterile, is the technician
professional and knowledgable, and do
you feel safe?

HOW TO SPOT A 
TOP-NOTCH ARTIST
AND AVOID BOTCHED
WORK! 

Essential Checklist

Bonus Content!


